Objective: To compare long-term survival rates of patients with first, primary, clinical stage IA nonsmall cell lung cancer from a large cohort undergoing computed tomography screening with and without mediastinal lymph node resection (MLNR) under an IRB-approved common protocol from 1992 to 2014. Background: Assessing survival differences of patients with and without MLNR manifesting as solid and subsolid nodules. Methods: Long-term Kaplan-Meier (K-M) survival rates for those with and without MLNR were compared and Cox regression analyses were used to adjust for demographic, computed tomography, and surgical covariates. Results: The long-term K-M rates for 462 with and 145 without MLNR was 92% versus 96% (P ¼ 0.19), respectively. For 203 patients with a subsolid nodule, 151 with and 52 without MLNR, the rate was 100%. For the 404 patients with a solid nodule, 311 with and 93 without MLNR, the rate was 87% versus 94% (P ¼ 0.24) and Cox regression showed no statistically significant difference (P ¼ 0.28) when adjusted for all covariates. Risk of dying increased significantly with increasing decades of age (hazard ratio [HR] 2.3, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.4-3.8), centrally located tumor (HR 2.5, 95% CI 1.2-5.2), tumor size 21 to 30 mm (HR 2.7, 95% CI 1.2-6.0), and invasion beyond the lung stroma (HR 3.0, 95% CI 1.4-6.1). For the 346 patients with MLNR, tumor size was 20 mm or less; K-M rates for the 269 patients with and 169 patients without MLNR were also not significantly different (HR 2.1, P ¼ 0.24). Conclusions: It is not mandatory to perform MLNR when screen-diagnosed nonsmall cell lung cancer manifests as a subsolid nodule.
Standard surgical management for stage I nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has been lobectomy with mediastinal lymph node resection (MLNR), either using systematic or sampling approaches. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines in 2014, 5 however, reflect the changing trends in surgical management as they suggest that it may be appropriate to perform sublobar resections of small cancers. NCCN also recognized that the CT appearance of the cancer serves as an indicator of tumor aggressiveness, and others have raised questions as to whether MLNR is always necessary. [6] [7] [8] Although meta-analyses comparing lobectomy with sublobectomy have been performed, they have not provided an answer as shown by the recent systematic review. 9 A single randomized trial (ACOSOG Z-30) comparing systematic resection with sampling of mediastinal lymph nodes has been performed which demonstrated that the sampling resulted in less chest tube drainage and shorter operative time than systematic resection. 10, 11 Other evidence has accrued from clinical practice, 7, 8, 12 and there is increasing recognition that tumor aggressiveness and other factors (eg, cell type, CT appearance) should be considered. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] For this reason, we decided to compare long-term survival of lung cancer patients who do or do not undergo MLNR in a large prospective cohort undergoing CT screening for lung cancer.
METHODS
This study draws from the database of the diagnosed cases of NSCLC identified as a result of CT screening in the I-ELCAP cohort. The screenings were performed under an Institutional Review Boardapproved common protocol at each of the participating institutions since its start in 1992, continuing through to 2014. This study includes solitary primary NSCLCs identified in current, former, or never-smokers aged 40 and older who had no prior diagnosis of lung cancer. 18, 19 Those with multiple cancers identified on the CT scan before surgery were excluded. Included, however, were all cases which had additional lung cancers identified in the resected pathology specimen that were not identified before surgery. For this study, the updated classification for adenocarcinoma [20] [21] [22] was used. All cases of typical carcinoids were excluded.
All cases of NSCLCs in the I-ELCAP cohort were classified by their appearance on thin-section CT scan before surgery as being either solid or subsolid (nonsolid and part-solid). 23, 24 Tumor diameter was determined by averaging the length and width of the tumor on the CT images showing the largest tumor size using lung windows. 18, 19 The I-ELCAP protocol encourages the development of new knowledge through its ongoing screening research and coupled treatment research program, but once lung cancer is diagnosed, treatment is a matter of medical practice and the protocol does not dictate decisions of practice. However, since the potential benefit of screening is due to surgical treatment, the concern is to learn from the treatment intervention practices, and thus close documentation of the intervention and complications of the intervention was required. The choice of intervention, including the extent of lung and lymph node, was determined by each surgeon and patient, including the decision whether to intervene at all. All of the participating institutions have institutional standards for their treatment programs and for documentation of the actual procedures and results.
All instances of thoracic surgery for first solitary primary lung cancer prompted by the low-dose CT screening were documented in the management system. Staging classification was made centrally based on the AJCC 6th edition. Tumor diameter based on the average of length and width rather than a single measurement of size was used. The clinical stage of all cases was determined based on the CT scans (and positron emission tomography [PET] , if done), performed closest in time to the recommendation for biopsy of a nodule using standard criteria. The extent of surgery, whether MLNR was performed, outcome, and follow-up were documented by the principal investigator at each participating institution. All cases with either mediastinal lymph node sampling or complete resection were classified as having MLNR. If no mediastinal lymph nodes were resected, either with or without resection of intrapulmonary or hilar lymph nodes, the case was classified as not having MLNR. Tumor invasion of the pleura, blood vessels, or lymphatics in the resected specimen were documented. Pathologic tumor diameter (pT) was based on the average of the length and width of the tumor in the resected specimen provided by the pathologist at the institution where the surgery was performed.
The NSCLC was considered to be peripherally located if tumor was within 20 mm of the costal pleura, otherwise it was considered to be centrally located.
Statistical Analyses
Chi-square or Fisher exact test (for small numbers) was used to compare the characteristics of the patients who with and without MLNR (Table 1) , only for those manifesting as a subsolid nodule (Table 2) , and only for those manifesting as a solid nodule (Table 3) . Characteristics included demographic information, CT findings before surgery, type of surgical resection, and pathologic findings. Kaplan-Meier (K-M) lung cancer-specific survival rates comparing patients with and without MLNR were constructed as of the date of diagnosis, inherently conditional on not dying of any other cause, in all resected cases (Fig. 1) . Log-rank test was used to compare the K-M survival curves of patients who had MLNR with those who did not have MLNR. Any death resulting from treatment was considered a lung cancer death. Follow-up time from diagnosis onward-to death from lung cancer, last contact, or December 31, 2014, whichever came first-was calculated for each case. The date and cause of death were obtained from the patient's physician and/or family members. Survival analysis was performed for all cases of lung cancer. It is well-established that aggressiveness, uptake on PET scans, and survival rates differ for cancers manifesting as a subsolid nodule from those manifesting as a solid nodule, 24 and thus the analyses were performed separately for these 2 manifestations of lung cancers. Further analysis of the risk of dying of NSCLC was performed using Cox regression analysis. The Cox hazard ratio (HR) of dying with NSCLC for patients who had MLNR as compared with the reference group of patients who did not have MLNR (Table 4) . Cox analysis was performed to determine the univariate (unadjusted) HR followed by determination of HR when adjusting sequentially for the background characteristics, CT findings, surgical procedure, and pathology findings. Results were summarized in a forest plot which provides the resulting HRs and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) (Fig. 2) .
Propensity scoring was also used to address concerns about potential confounding. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to calculate the propensity score for each patient to indicate their probability of undergoing MLNR using both their baseline risk factors, CT findings, and type of surgery. Two propensity score adjustments were used-one based on propensity score stratification and the other one by performing covariate adjustments. Using each of the propensity score adjustment approaches, Cox proportional-hazard regression was performed to evaluate the effect of MLNR on lung cancerspecific survival. Usefulness of PET for assessing mediastinal lymph node involvement was examined among patients who had a preoperative PET scan and MLNR (Table 5 ). Statistical analyses were performed using the SAS (SAS, version 9.4, Cary, NC) statistical package.
RESULTS
Among the 68,500 smokers and never-smokers who underwent CT screening for lung cancer, a solitary first primary NSCLC was diagnosed as a result of baseline and annual repeat screenings in 817 participants. Of these 817 participants, 664 (81%) had cT1aN0M0 (clinical stage IA) NSCLC and 627 of the 664 participants underwent surgical resection. For these 627 NSCLC patients, the median tumor diameter on the CT scan before surgery was 13 mm [interquartile range (IQR) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and upon surgical resection, the median tumor size in the pathologic specimen was 13 mm (IQR 10-18) as well. As the focus of this study was on small, stage IA screen-diagnosed NSCLCs, the 20 patients whose pathologic tumor sizes was more than 30 mm in diameter were excluded. This left 607 clinical N0M0 patients whose tumor diameter in the pathologic specimen was 30 mm or less (pT1a), and these patients were the focus of this study. At baseline, the median age of the 607 patients with cancer was 64 (IQR 58-69) years, and among the current and former smokers, the median pack-years of cigarette smoking was 45 (IQR 33-65).
Of the 607 patients, the lung cancer manifested as a subsolid nodule in 203 and as a solid nodule in 404. Among those with solid nodules, 346 were 20 mm or less in diameter. 
Comparison of MLNR With no MLNR: NSCLC Manifesting as a Subsolid Nodule
Of the 203 patients, the 151 undergoing MLNR compared with the 52 without MLNR more frequently were current smokers (34% vs 21%; P ¼ 0.03), had a centrally located cancer (28% vs 15%; P ¼ 0.06), and lobectomy (81% vs 52%; P < 0.0001) ( Table 2) .
Mediastinal lymph node resection confirmed that 150 of the 151 patients were pathologic N0M0. The single exception was a patient with a part-solid nodule in the left upper lobe (solid component measured 12 mm in diameter) who had a single ipsilateral station 6 lymph node metastasis (among the 9 lymph nodes that were removed, 5 N1 lymph nodes were also positive) and was thus pathologic N2M0. Invasion beyond the stroma to adjacent structures was identified in 13 (6%) of the 203 patients (7 to the pleura, 5 to adjacent angiolymphatic structures, and 1 to both); 12 had MLNR and 1 did not. The diameter of the solid component of the subsolid nodule on the CT scan before resection was 0 mm for 74 (36%) (eg, a nonsolid nodule), less than 3 mm for 8 (4%), 3 to 5 mm for 49 (24%), 6 to 9 mm for 34 (17%), 10 to 14 mm for 31(15%), and 15 to 30 mm (3%) for 7. None had a solid component that was more than 30 mm. The K-M lung cancer-specific survival rate was 100%, regardless of whether they had MLNR or not.
Comparison of MLNR With no MLNR: NSCLC Manifesting as a Solid Nodule
Of the 404 patients, 311 with MLNR compared with the 93 without MLNR more frequently had a college education (38% vs 28%; P ¼ 0.07) and had lobectomy/bilobectomy (86% vs 72%; P ¼ 0.002) ( Table 3) .
Of the 93 patients who did not have MLNR, 44 underwent hilar lymph node resection only (stations 10-12), of which 3 (7%) had intrapulmonary or hilar lymph node metastases (Table 3) . Of the 311 patients who underwent MLNR, 279 (89.7%) were confirmed as pathologic N0M0, 15 (4.8%) had N1 lymph node metastases only, and 17 (5.4%) had N2 lymph node metastases.
Kaplan-Meier lung cancer survival rate for patients for 311 with and 93 without MLNR was 87% (95% CI 83%-92%) versus 94% (95% CI 88%-99%, P ¼ 0.24). The K-M lung cancer survival rate for those with and without MLNR by pathologic tumor diameter was 95% versus 95% (P ¼ 0. 93) for those 10 mm; 84% versus 95% (P ¼ 0.18) for those 11 to 20 mm, and 81% versus 87% (P ¼ 0.71) for those 21 to 30 mm.
Cox Regression Survival Analysis for NSCLC Manifesting as a Solid Nodule
The Cox survival analysis (Table 4 ) and forest plot (Fig. 2) resulted in the unadjusted HR of 1.7 (95% CI 0.7-4.5), meaning that the risk of dying was 70% higher for patients who had MLNR as compared with the reference group of patients who did not, although the difference was not statistically significant. When adjusted for all other variables given in Table 3 , HR remained 1.7 (95% CI 0.6-4.8). Table 4 shows that NSCLC survival was significantly lower with increasing decades of age (HR 2.3, 95%CI 1.4-3.8), centrally located tumor (HR 2.5, 95 % CI 1.2-5.2), tumor size 21 to 30 mm (HR 2.7, 95% CI 1.2-6.0), and invasion beyond the stroma (HR 3.0, 95% CI 1.4-6.1).
Focusing on the 346 cases whose pathologic tumor size was 20 mm or less, K-M survival rates for the 269 patients with and 77 patients without MLNR were not significantly different (88% vs 95%; P ¼ 0.23). Cox regression analysis resulted in an unadjusted HR (HR 2.1, 95% CI 0.6-6.9, P ¼ 0.24), and when adjusted for all other variables in Table 4 , the HR remained the same (HR 2.0, 95% CI 0.6-6.8, P ¼ 0.29); the effect of MLNR was again not statistically significant in either models. In the multivariate analysis, only 2 of the 4 variables previously significant remained, increasing decades of age (HR 2.9, 95% CI 1.3-4.2) and invasion beyond the stroma (HR 4.9, 95% CI 1.1-5.9).
Cox regression survival analysis using 2 methods of propensity scoring resulted in essentially the same HR (stratified: HR 1.7, 95% CI 0.6-4.7; and adjusted: HR 1.8, 95% CI 0.7-4.8), neither being statistically significant. 
Lymph Node Metastases
Of the 93 patients who did not have MLNR, 44 underwent hilar LN resection only (stations 10-12), of which 3 (7%) had intrapulmonary or hilar lymph node metastases (Table 3) .
Of the 311 patients who underwent MLNR, 279 (89.7%) were confirmed as pathologic N0M0, 15 (4.8%) had N1 lymph node metastases only, and 17 (5.4%) had N2 lymph node metastases. The frequency of N2 metastases increased with increasing tumor size: it was 3% (3/100) for those with pathologic tumor diameter 10 mm, 7% (11/169) with tumor size 11 to 20 mm, and 7% (3/42) with tumor size 21 to 30 mm. The frequency of N2 LN metastases by cell type was highest among the other cell types (nonadenocarcinoma/nonsquamous carcinomas) (17% ¼ 5/29), followed by adenocarcinoma (5% ¼ 11/225) and squamous cell carcinoma (2% ¼ 1/57). The frequency of N2 metastases was similar for peripheral and central cancers (5.3% ¼ 11/208 vs 5.8% ¼ 6/103; P ¼ 0.84). For these 17 patients with N2 LN metastases, the metastases were located in the following stations: among the 9 patients with upper lobe NSCLC, 5 had the lymph node metastases and were in stations 2 to 4, but the other 4 were in stations 7 to 9; among the 7 patients with Lung cancer manifesting as a subsolid nodule: sensitivity ¼ 0/0; specificity ¼ 42/42 (100%); positive predictive value ¼ 0/0; negative predictive value ¼ 42/42 (100%). Lung cancer manifesting as a solid nodule: sensitivity ¼ 0/7 (0%); specificity ¼ 129/135 (96%) (95% CI 92%-99%); positive predictive value ¼ 0/6 (0%); negative predictive value ¼ 129/136 (95%) (95% CI 91%-99%).
lower-lobe NSCLC, 6 had the lymph node metastases in stations 5 to 9 and 1 in station 4; and the single patient with a right middle lobe NSCLC had N2 metastases in station 4R.
PET Results
Of the 151 patients whose NSCLC manifested as a subsolid nodule, 42 had a PET scan and none had abnormal mediastinal uptake. MLNR confirmed all to have pathologic stage IA disease (Table 5) . No abnormal mediastinal uptake was noted on the PET scan for the 12 patients who did not undergo MLNR. The single case of pN2 lymph node metastases did not have a PET scan.
Of the 311 patients whose NSCLC manifested as a solid nodule, 142 had a PET scan and underwent MLNR, abnormal mediastinal uptake was noted in 6, but none of them had any lymph node metastases upon resection ( Table 5 ). The remaining 136 had a negative mediastinal PET scan, and of these, 125 (92%) were confirmed as having pN0 disease, whereas 7 (5%) had pN2 and 4 (3%) only had pN1 disease.
DISCUSSION
With the increase in CT screening for lung cancer as a result of the USPSTF and final CMS announcement, 1,2 clinicians will be increasingly faced with the challenge of how best to treat early clinical stage I lung cancer, and balancing the benefits and risks of performing standard lobectomy with MLNR which has long been considered standard of care, 25, 26 although even with more limited parenchymal and lymph node resection.
The extent of MLNR has also changed over time. Initially, complete MLNR was deemed necessary as a definitive treatment of lung cancer, 10, 25, 27 but the recommendation has changed as a result of a randomized trial (ACOSOG Z-30) comparing mediastinal sampling with complete dissection, which showed equivalence of the outcomes of 2 approaches, both for recurrence and survival rates, in patients with T1 disease who had pN0 or nonhilar N1 lesions. 10 This trial also concluded that there was significantly more chest tube drainage and longer operative time with complete lymph dissection. 11 Although the trial included patients with stage IA to IIIB disease, the majority had stage I disease (423 with stage IA, 418 with stage IB). The frequency of positive mediastinal lymph nodes was low (4%), which may have been due in part to the study design which required negative results of sampling of segmental, lobar, hilar, and lobe-specific mediastinal lymph nodes before the patient being randomly assigned to complete lymph node dissection or sampling. The frequency of mediastinal lymph node metastases in the randomized trial, which presumably had lung cancers manifesting as both solid and subsolid nodules, was 4%. 10 In our study, mediastinal metastases found as a result of MLNR when there were no N1 lymph node metastases occurred in 4% (11/258) of patients whose cancer manifested as a solid nodule and in 0.7% (1/151) of those manifesting as a subsolid nodule, with the resulting overall rate of 3% (12/409).
There are only 2 overlapping studies comparing MLNR with no MLNR, 28, 29 both based on the surveillance, epidemiology, and end results program (SEER) data which do not provide clinical staging when pathologic staging is available. Patients who had clinical staging alone without subsequent MLNR will always have lower survival rates and higher recurrence rates when compared with those who were confirmed by MLNR as not having mediastinal metastases. Interestingly, in one SEER study, 29 the 5-year lung cancer survival rates for those with stage I disease with and without MLNR was 63% versus 58% (P < 0.0001). This difference of 5% may very well reflect the percentage of those with clinical N0M0 disease who actually had higher stage disease, and thus there may be no difference at all had the clinical status for both groups been compared.
Others have shown high survival rates for lung cancers which manifested as part-solid nodules, particularly for cases found in the context of screening. 6, 17, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Sone et al classified the lung cancers diagnosed in their baseline and annual repeat screenings as nonsolid and part-solid, and found that all cancers which manifested as nonsolid or part-solid nodules were Noguchi type A to C adenocarcinomas. 30 The 10-year lung cancer survival rate for Noguchi types A and B was 100%, and it was lower for Noguchi type C, because 1 of 19 cases of part-solid nodules died. We also had a single patient who had already developed mediastinal lymph node metastases among the 203 cases manifesting as subsolid nodules. Vazquez et al, 31 in the context of CT screening, had previously demonstrated 100% 10-year lung cancer survival rate for adenocarcinoma-in-situ (100% lepidic) and MIA (90%-99% lepidic), whereas the survival rate decreased to 95% when the lepidic component was between 1% and 90%. The National Hospital Organization Shikoku Cancer Center reported on 492 consecutive patients with CT scans available before resection, and found that patients whose lung cancer manifested as a part-solid nodule with the solid component being less than 50% of the entire nodule had a disease-free survival rate of 100% as compared with a slightly lower rate of 95.5% for those whose solid component was 50% or more. 6 In a multi-institutional study reported by Yano et al 35 of 1737 clinical stage I patients with sublobar resection of their adenocarcinomas, it was found that patients whose percentage of the solid component was less than 25% of the entire nodule size had an all-cause survival rate of 96.7% as compared with 92.7% for those whose solid component was 25% or more.
Even in the 404 patients with NSCLC manifesting as a solid nodule, the long-term 10-year lung cancer-specific survival was very high, regardless of whether MLNR (sampling or complete) was or was not performed (87% vs 94%; P ¼ 0.24). The high lung cancer survival rate of 94% of patients without MLNR in our study suggests that relatively few patients were understaged. Currently, between 48% and 79% of patients have MLNR in different surgical series of lung cancer cases including cases from community hospitals. 7, 8, 10, 36, 37 Other studies have demonstrated minimal benefit on loco-regional recurrence or staging with lobe-specific lymph node sampling. 38 Some studies suggest that there may be additional potential adverse events in performing lymph node resection such as ischemic bronchial stumps, chyle leaks, longer operative time, greater blood loss and chest tube drainage, and recurrent nerve palsy. 11, 32, 39, 40 Limitations include potential differences in surgical management, particularly in MLNR assessment across surgeons and hospitals, and the lack of randomization to MLNR or none. However, the frequency of lymph node metastases is similar to that found in the randomized trial in which all lymph node were either resected completely or sampled. As these cancers are found in the context of screening, they are typically small and in early stage. Also, we did not distinguish between lymph node sampling and dissection; thus effect of MLNR sampling versus dissection was not examined in this study.
These results from a multi-institutional study strongly suggest that MLNR may not be always necessary. Our results corroborate the importance of confirming whether the lung cancer manifests as solid nodule or a subsolid one using thin-slice CT images, and that tumor histology and tumor location may also be a critical factor. The results indicate that the survival is equivalent with those who undergo MLNR and those who do not, and that the potential morbidity of the MLNR can thus be avoided, particularly when the nodule is subsolid. The results further suggest that lung cancers manifesting as subsolid nodules and less than 30 mm diameter should be considered as candidates for sublobar resection without MLNR. Similarly, peripherally located cancers manifesting as a solid nodule that are less than 20 mm in diameter should be considered as candidates for sublobar resection without MLNR. An alternative might be to do only sampling of the lobe-specific lymph stations in these cases according to the location of the cancer. 38 
